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	Change Management for Semantic Web Services, 9781441993281 (1441993282), Springer, 2011

	Software automates a wide variety of business processes in modern enterprises. Changes made to software are, in effect, changes made to the business processes themselves that govern and automate the internal and external operations of an organization.Without a proper disciplined approach to change management, enterprises lack a full understanding of how software running in production can help them automate their business processes. This includes management of changes to software in development, changes to software in production, and changes to associated artifacts like requirements, models, and test cases. It also includes management of both individual changes and the coordination of dependent changes.


	According to ITIL v3, which is the most widely adopted approach for IT Service Management, the purpose of Change Management is to ensure that standardized methods are used for the efficient and prompt handling and recording of all changes so that the overall impact of software changes and business risk is minimized. Change Management is all about ensuring that software changes are recorded, evaluated, authorized, prioritized, planned, tested, implemented, documented and reviewed in a controlled manner.


	Change Management for Semantic Web Services provides a thorough analysis of change management in the lifecycle of services for databases and workflows, including changes that occur at the individual service level or at the aggregate composed service level. This book describes taxonomy of changes that are expected in semantic service oriented environments. The process of change management consists of detecting, propagating, and reacting to changes.


	Change Management for Semantic Web Services is one of the first books that discuss the development of a theoretical foundation for managing changes in atomic and long-term composed services. This book also proposes a formal model and a change language to provide sufficient semantics for change management; it devises an automatic process to react to, verify, and optimize changes. Case studies and examples are presented in the last section of this book.
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Oracle GoldenGate 11g Implementer's guidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Data replication is an important part of any database system that is growing due to today's demand for real-time reporting and regulatory requirements. GoldenGate has recently become Oracle's strategic real-time data replication solution. Until now, very little has been written about how to implement GoldenGate in a production...


		

Inverse Problem Theory and Methods for Model Parameter EstimationSIAM, 2004
‘Tarantola's book is undoubtedly the most important work on probabilistic inverse theory. It presents a complete theory where a physical parameter is represented, not by a number, but by a probability distribution.’ Klaus Mosegaard, Niels Bohr Institute     

       The use of actual observations to infer the properties of a...

		

The Incredible Payback: Innovative Sourcing Solutions That Deliver Extraordinary ResultsAMACOM, 2004
The thrill is gone.

You are in the first seat of the intergalactic thrill ride of your
life—you got on expecting a few twists and turns; the attendant
locked you in the seat; and now your neck hurts, your hands grip
the rail, pieces of clothing and popcorn boxes are flying by, and
you’ve had enough, you...




	

The Art of Objects: Object-Oriented Design and ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2000

	Examines the the static and dynamic practical object design patterns, using Unified Modeling Language. Topics include object creation and destruction and other object design fundamentals, persistent objects and object-related mapping, and relationship loops. Softcover. DLC: Object-oriented methods (Computer science).
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The Frontiers of Project Management ResearchProject Management Institute, 2002
Project management is a field rich in diversity, defined by dynamic change, and filled with adventure. Nowhere is this truth more evident than in the latest offering from the Project Management Institute.

Frontiers of Project Management Research—like all well-designed research studies—begins with a review of the literature...


		

Dynamic HTML: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
If you are a Web content developer these days, you have a lot of information to keep track of.  You need to stay current on the relevant Web specifications, like HTML, CSS, DOM, and ECMAScript.  You also need to know how the latest Web browsers from Netscape and Microsoft actually implement these standards, since browser implementations of the...
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